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5,000 lb capacity slit coil lifter. Can lift down to 1” thick coils that are stacked 2” apart.
5,000 lb capacity slit coil lifter. Can lift down to 1” thick coils that are stacked 2” apart.
Model 847 adjustable coil lifter
Model 5068- hand chain operated- low duty
Model M5067 motorized coil grab
Model M5067 motorized coil grab - 45 MT
Model M5067 motorized coil grab- 45 MT
Model M5067 motorized coil grab - 45 MT
28 ton rotating block with coil grab
Coil grab with motorized rotation
50 ton rotating coil grab
Service class 3
50 ton telescoping coil grab with motorized rotation. Frame has (4) 5 ton sling hooks.
(4) 33 MT rotating coil grabs
30 ton coil grab with motorized rotation
36 metric ton Model MR5067 motorized rotating coil grab
30 ton coil grab with twin-hook motorized rotator
40 ton Model MR5067 motorized rotating coil grab on fully automated crane
40 ton Model M5067 coil grab with motor control on grab & radio remote operator control. Grab is on standard storage stand.
Coil grab on maintenance stand with access ladder and platform
35 ton coil grab with crane hook adaptor beam. Maintenance stand with stairway to platform.
Coil grab with weigh system - Our weigh system accuracy is ± 0.1% to 0.5% of actual load.
Coil grab with weigh system
25 MT with power rotation and Weigh-Rite™
Hydraulically powered coil grab
Hydraulically operated coil grab designed for operation with a fork truck.
Custom designed reel grab - 75 ton capacity to handle reels of seam-welded tube in 25,000 ft lengths.
(5) 20 ton grabs on a single lifting beam.
Motorized coil pallet lifter
Coil lifting pads in “lifting” position.

Pallet forks in lifting position

Combination Coil & Pallet Lifter
Combination coil-pallet lifter with motorized forks, coil pads and coil restrictors. Picture shows pallet forks and coil restrictors in position. (1 of 2)
Combination coil-pallet lifter with motorized forks, coil pads and coil restrictors. Picture shows coil lifting pads for eye-horizontal coils. (2 of 2)
7.5 MT coil/ pallet lifter with narrower legs
I.D. coil grab with manual hand wheel
I.D. coil grab with manual chain wheel
5,000 lb ID Lifter, hand chain operated.
6,500 lb I.D. Lifter with hand wheel adjustable bail
Vertical Rim Coil Grab - single rim
Double Rim Coil Grab
Double Rim Coil Grab

Bronze gripping pads
3 ton vertical coil tong